PixelLine 1044 is a RGB linear batten featuring 1044 high-intensity LEDs. A lighting designer’s favourite, the 1044 is ideal for touring, television and theatre applications. Creates stunning effects and offers exceptional colour clarity from its vast LED colour palette. IP20 rated, UL approved product available, outstanding longevity, very low power consumption and can be floor or truss mounted.

- 1044 high-intensity red, green and blue LEDs
- 16.7 million colour combinations
- Beam angle 20° conical as standard
- DMX 512 digital input/output with multiple resolutions up to 54 channels
- Autosensing power input 100 – 250V AC
- Low power consumption (150W at full intensity) virtually no heat generated
- Robust metal construction, black powder-coat finish as standard (other finishes available)
- Combi yoke supplied as standard for ease of hanging or floor standing
- Control via external source or stand-alone master/slave
- Pre-programmed with two overlapping sets of effects, each with 31 patterns
- Provides an alternative projection medium for video manipulation software
- On-board diagnostics provides data and power information
- 16A Cee Form chassis mounted plug fitted as standard
- Fitted with 16A socket to provide power to connect adjacent fixtures
- Internal quiet-fan cooling system
- Clear polycarbonate lens cover
- Light-shaping diffusing lenses available to vary output beam angle
- Dimensions LWH: 1179 x 181 x 86mm
- Weight 12.2kg with combi yoke – 11kg without
- IP20 rated